
English Language Revision

Week 2

Grade 4 – Adjectives and 
Opposites



Adjectives 

• What does the rule say?

Adjectives are describing words like brave, 
clever, small, big and happy.  

Some adjectives tells us what something is made 
of like plastic, silver, woollen, cotton and 
wooden.



Let’s practice!!!

• Choose the best adjective from the list below to 
complete the paragraph:

framed, silver, happy, cotton, woollen

Jack looked very smart in his shirt and 
blazer. He held up his 

certificate and trophy for all to see.  It was 
a evening for Jack.



Answers

• Please remember that spelling counts!!

Jack looked very smart in his cotton shirt and 
woollen blazer. He held up his framed
certificate and silver trophy for all to see.  It was 
a happy evening for Jack.



Opposites

• What does the rule say?

Opposites are also called antonyms.

Antonyms are words with the opposite 
meaning.

For example:

hot - cold



Let’s practice!!!

• Match each word with its opposite:

clever unhelpful

kind low

night stupid

present unkind

helpful day

high past



Answers

clever unhelpful

kind low

night stupid

present unkind

helpful day

high past



Grade 4



 What is a verb?

Verbs are doing words or action
words.

For example:

kick, see, blow, eat, sweep, throw, etc.



 How can verbs be identified in a 
sentence?

To identify a verb in a sentence, you must ask the 
following questions:

What action is being done?
Or
What is he/she doing?
Or 
What are they doing?



 Identify the verbs in the following sentences:

1. Mary kicks the ball on the grass.

2. Mom buys me the most wonderful gifts for 
each birthday.

3. My friend always smile when I look at her.

4. Cooking food is one of my hobbies.

5. The dog barks all the time.

6. I sweep the floor when the wind blows.



 Please remember that spelling counts!!

1. Mary kicks the ball on the grass.

2. Mom buys me the most wonderful gifts for 

each birthday.

3. My friend always smile when I look at her.

4. Cooking food is one of my hobbies.

5. The dog barks all the time.

6. I sweep the floor when the wind blows.
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COMPOUND WORDS

What is a compound word?

Compound words are words made up 

of two smaller, separate words.

For example:

Butter + fly = butterfly



LET’S PRACTICE!!

Find the two words that make each compound word:

1. basketball

2. doghouse

3. raindrop

4. cupcake

5. paintbrush

6. popcorn

7. notebook

8. sunlight

9. starfish

10. football



ANSWERS
Please remember that spelling counts!!

1. basket + ball

2. dog + house

3. rain + drop

4. cup + cake

5. paint + brush

6. pop + corn

7. note + book

8. sun + light

9. star + fish

10. foot + ball


